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Turbulent sudden expansion flows are of significant theoretical and practical
importance. Such flows have been the subject of extensive analytical and experi-
mental study for decades, but many issues are still unresolved. Detailed informa-
tion on reacting sudden expansion flows is very limited, since suitable measurement
techniques have only been available in recent years. The present study of reacting
flow in an axisymmetric sudden expansion was initiated under NASA support in !
December 1983. It is an extension of a reacting flow program which has been carried
out with Air Force supl_0rt under contract F33615-81-K-2003. Since the present
• i
" , effort has just begun, results are not yet available. Therefore a brief overview
of zesults from the Air Force program will be presented to indicate the basis for i
the work to be carried out. Details may be found in reference I.
Laser velocimetel measurements of mean streamwise velocity and turbulence in- 2
Jl
tensity were made in the highly turbulent flow field following a sudden pipe ex- L
pansion. Both isothermal and reacting flows were studied. A fused quartz test
section was used to permit laser velocimeter measurements throughout the flow field
for x/H values from 0.33 to 15. A lean partially premixed propane-air mixture
(_ = 0.28) was used to keep the wall temperature low enough so that steady state
operation was possible. The inlet flow cundition was that of fully developed I
turbulent pipe flow with a centerline velocity of 22 m/s. The corresponding
Reynold's number based on step height H and inlet centerline velocity Ul was ,
5.5 x 104. {
Three complete sets of LDV measurements were made. Two were in isothermal
flow (biased and unbiased) and one was made in the reacting flow (biased). The !
biased and unbiased cold flow measurements were compared to determine the effects
of velocity bias on the measurements. The hot and celd flow measurements were i
compared to determine the effect of combustion on the structure of the flow field.
(Unbiased hot flow data could not be obtained because of particle seeder l_mita- !
tions. )
T
The scope of the investigation is outlined in figure I. The experimen%al
apparatus is shown in figures 2-4 and test parameters are presented in figure 5.
Examples of some of the data obtained are given in figures 6-15 and conclusions
which can be drawn are given in figure 16. A summary of the further research _
planned under the present NASA s[_onsored program is presented in figure 17.
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" SCOPEOFTHESTUDY"
i, Measuredstreornw_seneon velocities and turbulence
ntens; t [es,
2 _ d_fferent meQsurements were mGdeat eoc_measurementlocation to form 3 complete data sets, They ore
identified as:
+ blose_ }, unaLasea cold flow
* DIcsed hot flow
I
5 Reot:ocnment oolnt was located,
4 Integrated moss flux at each measurement plane was
calculatedand was used as o contlnUlty cheCK, i
t
5. Peasured temperature at o _lone located 17 step I_e;gnts t
" downstreamof the suddenexpansion, , I
", b. ConDorlsonof coldflowgalawlth2/E,FIX,
i
"ASControlF336_-81-K-2003
{
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UPPER OPTICS PACKAGE
Acousto-Optic $|kling Prism PM Tube_-_Modulators & Adj. Mirrors
Transmitting Receiving _
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-., --- Adi
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z
J
Optics Table
LOWER OPTICS PACKAGE
BeQm Expander Polaritotion
Telescope Rotator , '
f2,68 mm fl.44 mm
(movabts) (fixed)
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TESTPARAMETERS
FLOWPARAMETERS
Ut : Z2.07 m_s _P!TOTTU_E MEASUREMENT)
%3 : 1.1 x 105
Re_ = 5.5 x lO4
OVERALL FIA = g 0183 (GASEOUSPROPANE)
OVERALLEQUIVALENCERATIO, ¢ • 0.28
C_
C
-" DIN • 76.2 mm(3 in}
_-_ OQUT • 152.4,_ (6 _m)
AREA RAT:O,AR • 4
STEP HE;GHT,, : ]8.1mm _1.5 In}
UNBIASED COLD BIASED COLD BIASED HOT
PARTICLEARRIVAL _TE' > 20,000 500-1500/sec 500o150D/sec
SAMrLERATE. 50/sec "FREE" (4700/sec) "FREE"(4/DO/see)
SEED: DOP A1203 AIzO3
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Figure 8. Heasured Heart Strean_ise Velocity Profiles in Cold FIo_
(o - unbiased cold flo_, 8 - biased cold flo_, --- ?/E/FIX prediction)
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"' _ORI_LIZEb*INIEGRATEDMASSFLUX
(COLDFLOW)
x/ll UNFllASED BIASED
1/3 1.00 ---
1 1.044 1.065
3 1,056 I,_00
_ 5 1.00_ 1.129
? 1.012 1,206
9 1,032 1,238
11 1,019 1.212
15 1,031 1,166
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' Figure 10. MeasuredMean StreanwlseVelocityProfiles inCold Flow and in ReactingFlow
(0 - ulibidsed cold tluw, _- biased hut flow)
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